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The following table shows the English adjectives used in conjunction with the preposition. The second column of the table shows how we can form nouns from the given adjectives. Adjective noun noun is no place for absence from fear sth/sb fear sth/sb surprised at /by sth/sb surprise not angry no / about sth rage not / about sth angry with sb rage with sb
annoying no / about annoying no / about annoying with sb annoying with anxiety about /too sth/sb anxiety about/too ashamed sth/sb shame not sth knows sth/sb awareness scary not (doing) sth - bad (makes) sth - boring / with sth/sb boredom with busy not or with sth - can (makes) sth ability to carefully / with sth / sb diligence with careless danger
carelessness certain / the certainty of the facts / about smart not (makes) sth smart not / in content with sth satisfaction contrary advice - curious about sth /sb curiosity about sth different from/to sth/sb difference from /want sth impatience sth easy about - excited about /at/by/through excitement about/not faithful sth/sb fidelity famous sth/sb fame as ... loves
sth/sb fondness free from danger freedom from free freedom from full sth - excited about sth joy about good/not good (makes) sth - good with your hands - grateful sb for sth appreciation / for happy about / at / over / with happiness not / too interested / by sth /sb interest sb/sth jealous sb/sth jealousy sb/sth keen (makes) sth keeness kind sb kindness sb late
for work late work married sb marriage sb nervous sth/sb jittery about duty sth/sb duty to rejoice/ with sth /sb delight about ready sth/sb preparation sth right on sth/sb - sad about sth/sb sadness about safe from sth/for sb security from sth satisfied sth/sb satisfaction separate from sth separation from slow (makes) sth impassioned sorry about / for (doing)
sadness for (doing) sorry for sb - surprised about /not / surprise about / not terrible not (doing) sth - grateful sb or sth appreciation / for worried sb / sth worry / too sb / sth wrong about sb / sth - Grammar Exercises – Adjectives for English Collocations, Editor picks Prev article Next article Adjective Preposition Collocations! Learn common adjectives and
preposition combinations in English with ESL printed worksheets and sentences. Learn more with a large list of preposition phrases in English with examples. Adjective Preposition Kolocations List of useful adjectives and preposition colloques in English. Adjectives + Preposition: OF Learn common adjective combinations with preposition of OF In English.
Fear of shame knows capable of some deliberate envy independent from envy proud silly typical adjectives and preposition: FOR Learn common adjectives colloque with preposition for English. Eager for Famous for Respected for Suitable for Respected for Suitable for Thankful for Adjectives + Prepositions: WITH List of adjective collocations with the
preposition WITH english Eager for Famous for Grateful for Notorious for Ready for Famous for Famous for Deals with a dull with a blessed encounter with crowded with delight with being frustrated with being fed up with being satisfied with being satisfied with the popular with adjectives and preposition: to list common adjectives of colloque with preposition
to TO. Attracted accustomed to being addicted to the kind of allergy-indifferent married receptive associated with similar to Superior in Unfriendly Adjectives + Preposition: ON the list of useful adjectives for colloque with preposition OF. Angry about worrying enthusiastically excited about being infuriated about Happy about Being Nervous about Sad about
Serious about upset worries about adjectives and preposition: IN Learn useful adjective combinations with preposition in ENGLISH. Convenient connected frustrated experienced interested in polite/rude is now skilled in slow successful talented adjectives + preposition: BY Here are a list of useful adjectives colloque with preposition by. Surprised impressed
by the disturbed excited impressed impressed shocked by the shocked adjective preposition preposition combinations: AT Learn common adjective preposition combinations with preposition at AT in English. Surprised at Angry at Annoying at Scary at Bad at Brilliant not Frustrated at Perfectly Not Excited at Good Not Hopeless at Mad Currently Skilled Not
Successfully Surprised at Terrific at Slow at Lucky at Adjectives and Prepositions: FROM Made from Different from Safe from Absent from Free from Free from Adjectives + Prepositions: ON Adjective Preposition Combinations | Images Adjective and Preposition Collocations English | Figure 1 Adjectives and preposition combinations in English | Figure 2
Useful adjectives and preposition combinations in English | Video 3 adjectives and preposition | List of examples of colocation in preposition colloques with examples of sentences. He's great in football. It solves problems well. Most parents want to participate in the birth of their child. Dustin is terrible at texting. Drought has made farmers worry about harvests.
I'm not crazy about Chinese food. You do not sound very enthusiastic about this idea. If there is anything you are not satisfied with, come and ask. Consumers are very worried about the future. He's very sensitive to his weight. Are you sure about that? He's not worried about his future exams. Why do you think you are qualified for this job? Charlie a sensible
idea/plan to remove us from the current difficulties. If Sarah is free for lunch, I'll take her out. She's very grateful for your help. It is said that the army is ready to act. She is famous for her watercolor paintings. The smell is very familiar to everyone who lives near the bakery you are free to come and go as you like. She got used to his long absences. She was
bitterly disguised for the idea of moving abroad. He was disappointed that she wasn't at the party. I am immensely grateful to all teachers for their help. Seats on the bus are limited to 50 - so book early! I was sad to hear that they broke up. It would be unwise to expect someone to come in such a short time. He was absolutely certain of the identity of his
attacker. What are you scared of? You're in danger of robbery. The house was made of wood with an iron roof. It's very selfish for him to just hope that Polly will do all the childcare. It's stupid that she goes without a coat. How smart you are to buy chocolate chip cookies – they are my favorites. The children are busy with their homework. The decrease in
retail sales is directly due to the decline in employment. He's fed up with the job. He wants to quit. You have to be generous with your time. Be careful with glasses. Something's wrong with the printer. The book was inspired by a real man. The teacher was surprised by the student's question. Many people were shocked by the sex scenes in the film. There
was a big crowd in the audience. They managed to win a contract. He was in some way involved in that fraud scandal a couple of years ago. Adjective Preposition Collocations | Videos Common adjectives prepositions for colocation with pronunciation. Prev article Next article I would like your thoughts, please comment.x Look at these examples to see how
adjectives are used with prepositions. I'm interested in the idea. My jacket is like yours. She's great in math. My neighbor's angry about the party. Try this exercise to test your grammar. Grammar Test 1 Grammar Test 1: Adjectives and preposition Read explanation to learn more. Grammar explanation Some adjectives go with some kind of incision. There are
no grammar rules that use a preposition with which the adjective is used, so it is worth trying to learn them together. To help you do this, type a new dictionary in your sentence or phrase in your notebook. However, there are some models that can help you. Let's look at them first. Remember that after the preposition goes noun or good practice (-ing form).
With no we use adjectives as good/blog/amazing/wonderful/scary, etc. to talk about skills and abilities. He's really good in English. She's amazing at the piano. They organize anything. I'm not very good at drawing. With the feelings about we often use about adjectives, such as angry/excited/happy/nervous/sad/stressed/worried, etc. to explain what causes
that feeling. I'm angry about the decision. He's nervous about delivery. She's happy with the new job. They were worried about the exam. But sometimes we use with feelings. She was afraid to tell her mom. I'm scared by an accident. He's afraid to fly. You should be proud of your progress. With the we can use to show the connection between people or
things. He's married to a filmmaker. I'm addicted to my phone. I'm allergic to nuts. He's like the old one. We can also use to talk about someone else's behavior with someone else. They were very friendly to me. Was he nice to you? He's always polite to everyone. She was a very rude waiter. Here are some other useful adjectives with preposition. With
exercise is useful to you. Stress is bad for you. The city is famous for its cheese. I'm in charge of the financial side of the business. She's interested in the project. They want someone who is experienced in design. I didn't want to get involved in the argument. Perform this exercise to try your grammar again. Grammar test 2 Grammar test: adjectives and
preposition preposition
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